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ABSTRACT
The paper aims to discuss the current digital advertisements in the motion pictures-videos, analyze the shortcomings,
touch upon consumer behavior and suggest a less consumer intrusive form of advertising.The solution includes a win–
win for the entire value chain from the supplier to end-userof the industry.
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INTRODUCTION
The advent of Internet has opened up a whole new array of possibilitiesof reaching the masses. Technological
development has made the internet ubiquitous, affordable and a fast platform of communication. Companies
flock to use digital media and see it as a conduit for its marketing efforts. Technology and media
professionalshave been ever creative in providing digital media, starting from a basic website to twitter pages
and video ads on YouTube.

The most consumer-engaging media are videos and where does the current generation watch TV series,
Movies and Videos?

Exhibit 1: Various sources of digital media

Yes!Internet viewing has increased exponentially in recent years. The primary beneficiaries being YouTube,
Netflix, Hotstar, Paid TVs, Hulu and the likes. Not only by the rentals, which actually are nominal, but also by
the advertising revenues.

The low entry barrier of the digital platform leads to a fierce competition to gain a share of consumer’s
attention. This has pushed marketers to think out of the box. Ironically, with the technological advancement
marketers have gone back to the old school of thoughts– Behavioral marketing
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CURRENT ADVERTISING TRENDS
Television advertisements

The television has been the primary source of video advertisements since a long time. Traditionally,
televisions have had limited channels and content. Companies have spent a lot on telemarketing budgets –
from bidding for the prime time,shows with high TRPs, launching channels dedicated to selling products on
television to sponsoring an entire league match to get the most of the advertisements.

The advertisement content is priced based on various factors which include the length of advertisement,
timing between the program, period of contract for example a higher rate during festivals and rating of the
channel and program.These parameters are interlinked as more viewership will lead to more rating and hence
more priced advertisements.

Exhibit 2: TRP trend line on Viewership vs Frequency of TV Advertisement

However, the channel owners acknowledge that this model is a double-edged sword. The more advertisement
a channel shows the more is the revenue. But, all in a certain limit, the viewers tend to leave watching the
shows when bombarded with advertisements and rating falls. The Exhibit 3 below tries to explain this vicious
circle.

Exhibit 3: Revenue generation model for TV Advertisement
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YouTube advertisements

YouTube provides a relatively less expensive targeted advertisingplatform. The rate at which YouTubevideos
go viral is summarized inTable 1. The current chartbuster number has taken only 7 months to surpass the 3
billion mark of viewers compared to most viewed videos released 3 year and 5 year back. The device agnostic
platform has seen a leap in viewership. Mobile viewing of YouTube has increased to 4x since 2010.In May
2011, YouTube videos were watched by more than three billion and by four billion in January 2012. In
February 2017, one billion hours of YouTube was watched every day.

The top four content categories watched by YouTube users are comedy, music, entertainment/pop culture, and
"how to"

Table 1 : List of most viewed YouTube videos1

List of most viewed YouTube videos

Rank Video name Uploader / artist Views
(billions) Upload date

1 "Despacito"
Luis Fonsi featuring Daddy
Yankee

3.93 January 12, 2017

2 "See You Again"
Wiz Khalifa featuring
Charlie Puth

3.14 April 6, 2015

3 "Gangnam Style" Psy 2.96 July 15, 2012

4 "Sorry" Justin Bieber 2.78 October 22, 2015

Exhibit 4 : Time to reach Most viewers for first 3 videos in Table 1

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_viewed_YouTube_video

Year's
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YouTube provides targeted advertisements. Contextual advertising is based on what the user is viewing. A
ticker or closable advertisement overlapped on the existing video is displayed. In some cases, video
advertisements are at the beginning as shown in the Exhibit 5 with an option to skip in 5 seconds.

Exhibit 5: Youtube Advertisement content blockage and restricted view

Streaming Media – Hotstar and the likes

Most of the TV shows and the movie show rights are auctioned out to streaming websites. These charge a
nominal rental and provide online catalogues to subscribers to browse through and play their favorite video
content. The saturation on YouTube and TV commercials led marketers to explore such sites to provide
advertisements in between the streaming media content as shown in Exhibit 6

Exhibit 6 : Hotstar Advertisement between the show

80% content
blocked
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PITFALLS IN UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
TV advertisements

The new technology of set top boxes with recording capabilities have literally killed the advertisements on the
TV soaps barring live sports events. The consumer always found long commercial breaks annoying and had to
bear with. The recording capabilities provide the consumer an option of fast forwarding though the
commercials draining the marketer’s advertisements expenses down the drain.
YouTube advertisements

Though considered to be a targeted advertising, the user has an option to skip through advertisements after 5
seconds. A majority of the users skip the ads to move on to the content they were looking forward to.

A report from 2015 2suggested that YouTube made around $4 billion in 2014 "and roughly broke even."
YouTube has begun initiating ways to profit more from its increasing viewership, including the launch of the
premium, $9.99/month YouTube Red service, as well as reports that began last year of the company's plan to
debut its own streaming TV subscription service. The company confirmed that it'll be doing away with un-
skippable 30-second advertisements in 2018 because it knows that it loses some viewers completely when
such ads pop up in front of videos. In their place, it's expected that shorter, but still un-skippable 6-second
"bumper ads" willbecome the norm.

These are intrusive modes of advertising, where the video viewing experience of the user is ruined by
advertisements covering part of the screen. Also, another shortcoming of contextual advertisements is that
similar or same advertisements shown, kill the viewers interest. The three-hit theory of advertising is failed
and the viewer’s mind gets blocked to such advertisements and doesn’t have the desired effect
Hotstar and other video streaming:

The advertisements on video streaming usually are placed in-between or the middle of the video and are non-
skippable. Hence, these advertisements attract a relatively premium cost. Research on viewership patterns
have revealed that in mid advertising ensures a better percentage of viewing by the viewers, as they develop
sufficient interest. However, such intrusive advertising methods seldom receive a positive response from the
users.

THE SOLUTION
Instead of pushing the advertisements to the consumer, we suggest a pull strategy. Let the consumer make the
choice voluntarily to click and consider a product.

How do we do that on a video content without intruding into the consumer’s viewing experience?

The video content contains a lot of products, places of interest or even restaurant dishes as part of the prop
used by the actors. Videos engage the consumers a lot, the viewers get emotional to imitate the tastes of their
favorite characters Most often viewers wish to buy something that they see the actor using. Sometimes this
idea of emotional and impulse buy fades off and the consumer may not take the pains to search the product or
is unable to describe it in search.

We see an opportunity here,scan through frames and tag the products/services record it and provide a per
scene catalogue when the viewers hover over the screen. If the viewer clicks on a particular item, a new tab
redirects to the merchant site (reseller, owner or aggregator) following a principle of WYSIWYG (What you
see is what you get).

2https://www.macrumors.com/2017/02/28/youtube-1-billion-hours/
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USECASES
Listed below are a few use cases for the purpose of illustrations

1. Fashion & Home products | TV series

Exhibit 7: TV Series targeted advertisement

TheExhibit 7 displays the articles in the video from a famous television series. The articles are tagged with
advertisements and hovering over the items would show the buying options.

2. Vacations & Experiences | Movies & Music Videos

Similar to the television series, the movies show exotic locations and various activities that the actors perform
such as dining in a high-end restaurant, skydiving, water skiing to name a few. These products or services
could be tagged with advertisements having links directing to websites for purchase.

Exhibit 8: Youtube targeted advertisement

Viewers emotionally connect with the actors and may like to imitate their tastes. In this implementation, the
balloons of advertisement only show up when the user voluntarily hovers the cursor on the items. This doesn’t
hinder the viewing experience for the audience while still catering to the targeted audience
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3. TV : Smart TV/ Set Top boxes/ Dish TVs

Exhibit 9:  Smart TV targeted advertisement

The advertisement model could be extended to television through set top boxes, which have programmable
functions. Buttons could be programmed to pause, provide information and navigate through products and
purchase. The DTH operators have customer details making it easy for billing, they may charge based on Cash
on Delivery or DTH recharge coupons.

THE BUSINESS MODEL
The business model is based on mutual benefits along the entire value chain. Exhibit 10details the
information, marketing effort and the revenue flow of the business model. The sellers enter the video
production chain early. Once the video earns the profit from the screening in theatres, the rights are sold to the
distributors (DTH / Online streaming). At this time, the seller could participate and bid for the
products/services/experiences portrayed in the video for advertising.The original products might not be
available at the viewer’s location, local vendors can provide bid for the space on similar products near me
advertisements. Distributors are then provided with the processed video for broadcasting. When the viewer
clicks on the ad click through rates could be computed and charged to the advertiser. The commission on
purchases trickles down to the stakeholders.

Exhibit 10: Business model for AMRI / non-intrusive targeted advertisement
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS:
Table 2 : Stakeholder analysis in AMRI Business Model

STAKEHOLDER BENEFITS

PRODUCERS/DIRECTORS - Cost Reduction in production

- Digital right sale income increases

ADVERTISERS - Direct promotion

- Large Market

- Similar products for local suppliers

ACTOR - Endorsement fees

- Pay per click revenue model

BUYER/VIEWER - Better viewing experience

- Non-intrusive advertisement

- Pull Buying

- Need based buying

AMRI© - Platform fees

- Database and analytics spending

- Targeted advertisement location based

DTH OPERATORS - Advertisement bids by local vendors

- Click through rate revenue model

STREAMING SERVICES - Advertisement bids by local vendors

- Click through rate revenue model

Exhibit 11: Stakeholder analysis of AMRI business model
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